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Greater access.
Greater potential opportunity
Successful investing comes down to many things, including access to a broad
range of investment options. Historically, mutual funds have provided investors
with the means to access market opportunities with a low minimum investment.
The popularity of the mutual fund structure laid the groundwork for the creation
of Fund of Funds in the late 1990s and 2000s. This investment vehicle, generally
known as a managed solution program, consists of a portfolio of investment
funds offering built-in diversification and pension-like strategic and tactical asset
allocation. The combination of active management and abundant diversification
for every dollar invested – at a reasonable cost and via one purchase – resulted in
Fund of Funds becoming a popular investment option for many investors.
At the same time, another highly popular investment vehicle emerged – Exchange
Traded Funds, commonly referred to as ETFs. Like mutual funds, the types of ETFs
have grown extensively. As a listed security accessible via a brokerage account,
however, not all investors could directly access the low-cost diversification
benefits and return potential that ETFs can offer.
In the latest wave of innovation, a new mutual fund structure has emerged that
provides investors with direct access to a broader range of market opportunities –
the Fund of ETFs.

A Fund of ETFs
CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios combine the cost effectiveness and diversity
of ETFs within a mutual fund structure. As a Fund of ETFs, each portfolio’s
underlying assets consist mainly of First Asset ETFs. Managed by CI Multi-Asset
Management, the portfolios allow you to gain exposure to evolving market
opportunities with the aim of helping you create and preserve wealth, efficiently
and effectively.

Why CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios?
Like a “mosaic”, which combines distinct elements into a coherent whole,
CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios incorporate the diverse elements of active, smart beta
and passive ETF strategies. By skillfully assembling and repositioning these
elements, the portfolio managers bring their vision of opportunity and risk
management into a concise and coherent picture.
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WHAT YOU GET WITH
CI MOSAIC ETF PORTFOLIOS

™
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Five solutions designed and managed with you in mind

The CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios program offers five distinct portfolios designed to align with your risk tolerance and investment objectives:
Whether you’re a conservative investor looking for less risky market participation or a growth-oriented investor willing to assume higher
risk to achieve greater return potential, there’s a CI Mosaic ETF Portfolio for you.
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For Illustrative Purposes Only. This chart is not intended to represent actual performance of any of the CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios. Actual performance results of each
Portfolio may vary.
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Expertise and full market coverage

Each CI Mosaic ETF Portfolio fuses CI Multi-Asset Management’s experience in asset allocation with First Asset’s diverse and specialized
lineup of ETFs. This combination of talent and capabilities allows CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios to be strategic in the long term and tactical in
the immediate term. First Asset’s full complement of ETFs provides the ability to seize evolving market opportunities while maneuvering
around market volatility.

Founded in 2004

Over 20 years of experience

$38 billion in managed assets1

40 ETFs

Specializing in portfolio design,
asset allocation and risk management

150K+ First Asset ETF investors1
20% ETF AUM growth in 20181

Invested in 13 asset classes

As at December 31, 2018.
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Maximum capabilities. Maximum coverage
First Asset’s unique range of actively managed, smart beta and covered call ETFs form the core of CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios. By combining
index-tracking (or passive), smart beta and active strategies, investors can benefit from exposure to different investment methodologies
combined into one diversified portfolio.
For an explanation of these types of ETFs and general information on the benefits of ETFs, please refer to CI’s Introduction to ETFs –
Embracing a vital portfolio building block.
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Robust asset allocation and diversification

Markets are cyclical and the leadership position and performance of various asset classes shifts over time. By diversifying across a mix of
asset classes and actively rebalancing, managed portfolios aim to limit risk by leaving you less susceptible to an unfavourable overweight
position during a market downturn.

Changing prospects – why active rotation of asset class exposure and weightings is important
The chart below shows how the annual returns and the ranking of each asset class have varied dramatically over time. You can see how a
diversified portfolio will have more consistent returns by reducing its exposure to any one asset class.
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For Illustration Purposes Only and does not represent performance of CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Source: Morningstar.
As at December 31, 2018. For a full 20-year compilation of how various asset classes have performed across different market cycle periods, please speak to your financial advisor.
Cap refers to market capitalization. According to S&P/TSX Composite Index classifications, Canadian small caps are those companies with a market capitalization between
$250 million and $1 billion. Canadian large caps are those companies valued at over $5 billion.

In addition to diversification by asset class, geographic region, market capitalization and industry sector, CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios are
diversified in terms of investment strategies. These include actively managed, smart beta and index-tracking (or passive) ETF mandates.
This additional dimension allows you to benefit from the research, judgment and skills of active managers, along with disciplined,
rules-based positioning, all within a single portfolio.

Understanding correlation
CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios’ active asset allocation considers how investments perform in relation to each other. This is known as correlation,
or the degree to which different kinds of asset classes and securities move in the same or in opposite directions. Investments with
a negative to low correlation may reduce the portfolio’s risk by offsetting the impact of other, more positively correlated, investment
securities. Taking correlation into consideration may help mitigate the effects of market declines.
The dynamic tactical process employed by CI Multi-Asset Management monitors how investments interact throughout a market cycle and
under different macroeconomic conditions.
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Sophisticated risk management

In addition to reducing investment risk through diversification
and correlation dynamics, CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios are actively
managed within a framework that takes into account a wide
range of factors. CI Multi-Asset Management closely monitors
the economic environment (macro factors) and its potential
impact on underlying holdings. The team strives to identify and
manage all the key variables and factors that can influence your
total returns with the goal of achieving the best long-term results.
CI Multi-Asset Management’s asset allocation capabilities,
including upfront screening and ongoing research and monitoring,
can potentially benefit you in several ways:


Proactive asset class rebalancing



Smooth out portfolio performance



Aims to enhance overall returns



Aims to minimize setbacks that can result from being
too dependent on any one kind of investment.
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Why effective risk management is so important
Markets can be volatile and any setback is disconcerting for investors who see their net asset value decline. More significantly, recovering
from any setback can take time, depending on the size of the loss. A 10% drop in the market, for instance, requires a gain of 11% for
investors to break even. A 25% loss requires a 33% gain and a 50% loss needs a 100% gain! That’s why effective risk management,
designed to help reduce downside market risk, is so important and a true value-added feature of active management.

CHOOSING YOUR CI MOSAIC ETF PORTFOLIO
CI Mosaic Income
ETF Portfolio

CI Mosaic Balanced
Income ETF Portfolio

CI Mosaic Balanced
ETF Portfolio

CI Mosaic Balanced
Growth ETF Portfolio

CI Mosaic Growth
ETF Portfolio

80% fixed income
20% equity

60% fixed income
40% equity

40% fixed income
60% equity

20% fixed income
80% equity

100% equity

Appeals to investors
looking for a balance
between income and
capital growth with a
focus on capital
preservation over the
medium to longer-term

Appeals to investors
looking for a balance
between income and
long-term capital
growth, with a bias
towards income.

Appeals to investors
looking for a balance
between income and
long-term capital
growth.

Appeals to investors
looking for long-term
capital growth by
investing primarily in
a diversified portfolio
of equity and fixedincome ETFs.

Appeals to investors
looking for long-term
capital growth by
investing primarily in
a diversified portfolio
of equity ETFs.

Medium term

Medium term

Medium term

Medium and/or
long term

Medium and/or
long term

Low

Low

Low to medium

Low to medium

Medium

Target portfolio
composition*

Investor profile

Horizon

Risk tolerance

*Please refer to each fund’s prospectus for the asset mix range.

Investor Profile Questionnaire
To determine which CI Mosaic ETF Portfolio may be best for you, please contact your financial advisor and complete the
Investor Profile Questionnaire.
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GLOBAL ACCESS. ACTIVE MANAGEMENT
Speak to your advisor to learn how a Fund of ETFs can further diversify your investment portfolio.
For more information, visit mosaic.ci.com

Class A2

Class F

Fund codes (CIG)

Management
fee

Expense
ratio3

Management
fee

Expense
ratio3

Class
A2

Class
F

CI Mosaic Income ETF Portfolio

0.95%

1.22%

0.45%

0.67%

2160

4160

CI Mosaic Balanced Income ETF Portfolio

1.45%

1.78%

0.45%

0.67%

2161

4161

CI Mosaic Balanced ETF Portfolio

1.50%

1.83%

0.50%

0.72%

2162

4162

CI Mosaic Balanced Growth ETF Portfolio

1.50%

1.83%

0.50%

0.72%

2163

4163

CI Mosaic Growth ETF Portfolio

1.55%

1.89%

0.55%

0.78%

2164

4164

Fund

Class A available in Initial Sales Charge only. Fund codes for additional classes, including T-Class, can be found within the CI Fund Codes (Base Codes) available at ci.com under
Prices & Performance. 3This is a proxy for each funds’ expense ratio and is calculated based on management fee, 0.15% administrative fee and a blended HST rate (assumed to
be 11%). Actual expense ratio of each fund may vary.
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CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios are eligible for registered plans, non-registered accounts and Tax-Free Savings Accounts. T-Class is available for
those looking for customizable tax-efficient cash flow in the form of return of capital (ROC). In addition to ROC, T-Class may pay a year-end
distribution that can include income, foreign income, Canadian dividends and capital gains.
IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund and exchange-traded fund (ETF)
investments. Please read the prospectus. Mutual funds and ETFs are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance
may not be repeated.
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment
advice, or an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained in this document
is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document. All charts
and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results.
First Asset ETFs are managed by First Asset Investment Management Inc. (“First Asset”), a subsidiary of CI Financial Corp., which is listed on
the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “CIX”. TMFirst Asset and its logo are trademarks of a subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. First Asset
is an affiliate of CI Investments Inc. CI Multi-Asset Management is a division of CI Investments Inc. The CI Multi-Asset Management design
and logo are trademarks of CI Investments Inc.
© CI Investments Inc. 2019. All rights reserved. ®CI Investments and the CI Investments design are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc.
“Trusted Partner in Wealth” and “CI Mosaic ETF Portfolios” are trademarks of CI Investments Inc.
Published March 1, 2019.
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